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This book is comprised of 20 original hand-drawn illustrations, demonstrating the intricate work of a

group of passionate designers. It also provides useful insights on the Victorian Era and its fashion

tendencies. The Victorian era of 1850 to 1900 was a time of revolution in the fashion and clothing

industry. Youâ€™d be delighted to discover a fantastic collection of everyday, evening, nightgowns,

menâ€™s and childrenâ€™s clothes, wedding and other fancy dresses of Victorian fashionistas.

Victorian Era:20 Hand-Drawn Victorian Patterns Depicting Authentic Fashion and Activites does not

only demonstrate wonderful artwork, but also embodies the concept of art therapy, allowing you to

have fun, release stress and enjoy creating your own unique colorful masterpieces. Download this

book now and embark on your exciting coloring adventure.
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Another coloring book that doesn't have those tiresome Shutterstock Repeats...Thank You. Clean

designs, with nothing black-heavy and nothing overly intricate here. Designs more for older children,

teens and some adults. A Nice Coloring Book...Disclosure: I received this coloring book for free in

exchange for my honest and unbiased review.When we buy coloring books in stores we can look

inside to see if we like the designs and check for any designs we already have. WHY Not Here On

??

Love this book. If you like fashions from the Victorian era you will find plenty here. Very nice



drawings. There are also tidbits of information about the era and the clothes. Enjoyed those also.

Same author also has Victorian Houses book also.

This is a beautiful coloring book full of the prettiest Victorian drawings just right for coloring. These

are the types of pictures that make you ready to jump right in and show off your creative side. I hope

you like this book as much as I do.

A bit too frilly for the Victorian era. Most of that time Queen Victoria was in mourning for dear

PrinceAlbert who died very young compared to her. She was in mourning most of her life so black

was hercolor. Early Victorian would be nice colors but not all the busy stuff. These are fairly well

drawn designsthat are at least not shutterstock repeats. They seem more like Children's coloring

book pages morethan adults.I received this product at a discount or free in exchange for an honest

and unbiased review of the productbased upon my own personal experience. I have not been

coached or asked to provide positive feedback,nor have I received any compensation or incentive

from the company for this review. I am disclosing this inaccordance with the Federal Trade

Commission 16 CFR part 255 "guides concerning the use of endorsementsand testimonials in

advertising". I am not affiliated with this company or any of their products in any way. Theviews

expressed here are my own, based on my personal use and experience with the product, and

areunbiased and honest reviews. Any feedback, positive or negative, regarding this product is

based on mypersonal experience with the product. I treat each product review as though I paid full

price for it. I rely heavilyon product reviews when deciding to purchase an item from a particular

manufacturer or company.

Some hint of what colors folks really wore in the Victorian era would have been helpful. Is that when

men dressed more colorfully than women? Or was that an earlier time? Did they wear bright colors?

Did they wear very dark colors like Queen Victoria did after Prince Albert died? The drawings

themselves are beautifully done which is why I gave it the extra star but for something as concrete

as this, I want a few words. Maybe at least a caption such as 'Morning dress circa 1845' or 'Dinner

dress circa 1896' then we could go look up what types of fabrics and colors were in style during

those 64 years that Victoria was on the throne and feel a sense of accomplishment when we

colored a page. Think about it, 64 years ago from 2016 was 1952 and fashions and colors and

fabrics have undergone a lot of changes during that time period.



Letitia Randall has completed two Victorian coloring books. One is about Victorian Houses, which

shows victorian houses inside and outside; and this is the second book, called Victorian Era. This

coloring book is about the style of modest beautiful clothing women, men, and children used to wear

during that time period. These, like her other book, are all beautiful designs. If you enjoy the

victorian style of clothing, you will have many happy, creative hours coloring these pages! I read

somewhere there are vintage colors, you may want to do some research on this before you start

your coloring.Disclaimer: I received this book for free for my honest and unbiased opinion.

I received a PDF version of this book at no charge with no requirement to post a review, but I like it

so well I will anyway. A beautiful collection of NEW NOT PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED pictures to

color. It focuses on 1800 era women, men, and children in a variety of costumes. Designs are well

drawn and obviously meant for coloring. You will find no excessively heavy dark lines or large black

colored areas. Each page is a complete scene not just some object hanging in mid air. Pictures vary

in complexity with none so detailed you need magnification to find areas to color. Pictures are a joy

to color IF YOU ENJOY COLORING AND WANT SOMETHING NEW GET THIS BOOK.

I love Victorian fashion and this book depicts the loveliest styles! There is a good variety of scenes,

some indoors, some outdoors, different seasons and such. I believe my favorite is of a young

woman, standing outside in front of a fence, a bird sitting on the fence. She is wearing muffs and

has a parasol. There are leafless trees in the background. Her expression is sad, almost haunting,

as if she were thinking of something or someone far away. Very lovely! I am so very glad to have

received this book for review! Thank you!
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